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a b s t r a c t
The interplay between mass transport and the kinetics of CO adsorption/CO electrooxidation was studied
on nanostructured electrodes, which consist of regular arrays of catalytically active cylindrical Pt nanodisks supported on a planar glassy carbon (GC) substrate, and are fabricated via Hole-mask Colloidal
Lithography. CO adsorption and oxidation were measured under controlled transport conditions in a
thin-layer ﬂow cell interfaced to a mass spectrometer. The temporal evolution of the relative COad coverage, the effective sticking coefﬁcient and the dependence of the adsorption rate on the COad coverage
were evaluated for CO adsorption at 0.06 V (vs. reversible hydrogen electrode) at systematically varied
CO concentrations and Pt nanodisk coverages. Continuous CO oxidation was studied at different electrode
potentials under identical mass transport condition. While qualitatively, the characteristics of the adsorption/reaction kinetics do not depend on the transport conditions, the absolute rates of CO adsorption and
CO (bulk) oxidation, normalized to the Pt coverage, increase strongly with decreasing Pt coverage on the
nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes. This is explained by a gradual transition from one-dimensional planar
diffusion (concentration gradients planar to the surface–extended Pt surface) to three-dimensional hemispherical diffusion (nanostructured surfaces).
Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In recent years we developed novel, nanostructured model electrodes consisting of arrays of rather regularly arranged Pt nanodisks of homogeneous size supported on smooth glassy carbon
(GC) substrates as a tool for systematic studies of transport effects
in electrocatalytic reactions [1,2]. These electrodes, which were
prepared by Colloidal Lithography techniques [3,4], allowed us to
independently vary the size and the density of these nanodisks
in a controlled way over a wide range (diameter 50–150 nm, height
20–60 nm, density 0.2–8  109 cm2). Utilizing the possibility that
the transport conditions could be varied in a controlled way by
changing either the size or density of the nanodisks or the ﬂow rate
of the electrolyte, these electrodes were employed for a number of
systematic studies performed under well deﬁned reaction and
transport conditions, including the O2 reduction reaction (ORR)
[5,6], the oxidation of methanol [7], and the oxidation of formaldehyde [8,9]. The main focus of those studies was to elucidate the
inﬂuence of transport conditions on the selectivity (product distribution) of these reactions, which were found to sensitively depend
on the transport conditions [6].
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Similar methods can also be applied to study the effect of transport conditions on the measured kinetics of adsorption and reaction
processes. This novel aspect is topic of the present study, where we
investigated the (measured) kinetics of CO adsorption and, at higher potentials, of simultaneous CO oxidation on nanostructured Pt/
GC electrodes. The interaction of CO with metal surfaces, including
its adsorption kinetics, has been a key topic in Surface Science and
hence been widely studied over the last half a century, both experimentally and theoretically [10]. Numerous studies were performed
also on the metal–CO interaction at the electriﬁed solid–liquid
interface [11–15], both from a fundamental interest and, more recently, because of the role of CO in Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell
technology [16]. The kinetics of CO adsorption and hence of CO
adlayer build-up, however, was rarely studied so far [17–20]. Major
reason for that is the ill-deﬁned mass transport of dissolved gaseous
species to the electrode surface, which can be overcome only by
applying hydrodynamic methods that ensure a controlled delivery
of reactants to the electrode surface in the liquid phase [21]. The
same is valid for the continuous electrochemical oxidation of gaseous species such as CO (‘CO bulk oxidation’) [18,22–27].
The CO adsorption kinetics under well-deﬁned mass transport
conditions can either be monitored via the loss of CO in the electrolyte, e.g., by on-line differential electrochemical mass spectrometry
(DEMS) in a thin-layer ﬂow cell [18], or via the build-up of the CO
adlayer by in situ spectroscopy under continuous ﬂow conditions,
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e.g., by in situ FTIR spectroscopy in an attenuated total reﬂection
(ATR) conﬁguration [28,29]. Employing combined ATR-FTIRS/DEMS
measurements, the CO adlayer build-up [20,28] and CO bulk oxidation on thin-ﬁlm Pt electrodes [29] were investigated recently in an
electrochemical environment under controlled transport conditions. CO adsorption/oxidation on a polycrystalline Pt microelectrode was studied recently employing time-resolved reﬂectance
spectroscopy for probing the adlayer build-up and the resulting
steady-state COad coverage upon continuous CO oxidation [30].
In the present study, the interplay between reactant transport
and CO adsorption kinetics was investigated by on-line DEMS in a
ﬂow cell, using nanostructured Pt/GC samples as working electrodes. The mass transport to the electrode surfaces was varied by
changing the CO concentration in the supporting electrolyte (1.0,
0.3 and 0.1 vol.%) and/or the density of the Pt nanodisks (geometric
Pt coverage 100%, 28%, 13% and 7%). The experimental situation can
be considered as a ﬂux of reactant species to an array of ultra-microelectrodes (UMEs) located in an inert planar surrounding, which is
described by a combination of planar diffusion (1D concentration
gradients perpendicular to the surface) further away from the electrode surface and an enhanced hemispherical diffusion (3D concentration gradients) to these UMEs close to the surface [31–33].
Quantitative experimental evaluation of the transport characteristics under these conditions, including the transition from planar diffusion over an extended electrode surface to increasing
contributions from hemispherical diffusion over the UMEs would
be highly interesting and provide detailed information about the
(reactant) transport characteristics in the vicinity of the electrode.
In the following, we will, after a brief description of the experimental set-up and procedures, ﬁrst characterize the morphology
and electrochemical properties of these electrodes (Section 3.1),
and then present and discuss data on the measured CO adsorption
kinetics on nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes and, for comparison,
on an extended, polycrystalline Pt (pc-Pt) electrode at different
CO concentrations (Section 3.2), and on CO bulk oxidation at different electrode potentials under identical electrolyte ﬂow conditions
(Section 3.3). Finally, the kinetic limitations in the latter reaction
are quantitatively evaluated.

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation and physical characterization of the nanostructured
electrodes
The nanostructured samples were prepared via Hole-mask Colloidal Lithography (HCL) (for details see Ref. [2]). After (i) an initial
oxygen plasma pre-treatment (50 W, 330 mbar, 2 min) of the
glassy carbon substrates to remove surface contaminations, (ii) a
sacriﬁcial poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) resist layer was
deposited by spin coating, followed by, (iii) deposition of masking
polystyrene (PS) beads on top of the PMMA layer on the GC substrate, subsequently, (iv) a 20 nm thick, plasma-resistant Au ﬁlm
was evaporated on top of the PMMA layer and the masking PS
beads, and then (v) the Au-covered PS beads were removed by
tape-stripping, leaving well-deﬁned holes in the Au ﬁlm where
the PS beads had been. This results in the so-called hole-mask, subsequently, (vi) the unprotected, bare PMMA ﬁlm in the holes of the
mask was removed by oxygen plasma etching, and (vii) Pt was
evaporated on the PMMA/Au hole-mask-covered GC surface. Finally, the PMMA/Au hole-mask was lifted off in acetone, leaving Pt
nanodisks of well-deﬁned size and lateral distribution on the GC
substrate.
The morphology of the nanostructured electrodes was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a LEO 1550
(Zeiss) microscope (10 kV accelerating voltage).

2.2. Electrochemical measurements and experimental protocol
The electrochemical measurements were performed in a DEMS
system, which consists of two coupled, differentially pumped
chambers, a Balzers QMS 422 quadrupole mass spectrometer,
and a Pine Instruments potentiostat [18]. Electrochemical and
on-line mass spectrometry measurements were performed simultaneously, using a dual thin-layer ﬂow cell with the working electrode in the ﬁrst thin-layer compartment and a membrane
(ScimatÒ, 60 lm thick, 50% porosity, 0.2 lm pore diameter) inlet
system into the mass spectrometer in the second thin-layer
compartment.
The electrolyte was continuously purged by the respective
gases (Ar, Ar/CO mixtures or CO), its ﬂow was controlled via a valve
installed at the outlet of the cell. A saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) connected to the outlet of the dual thin-layer ﬂow cell
through a Teﬂon capillary served as the reference electrode. However, all potentials are quoted vs. that of the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE). The supporting electrolyte (0.5 M H2SO4) was prepared using Millipore MilliQ water and sulfuric acid (Merck, suprapur) and de-aerated by high purity Ar gas (MTI Gases, N 6.0). The
CO adsorption transients were recorded in base electrolyte purged
with dilute CO/Ar mixtures (1.0 vol.%, 0.3 vol.% and 0.1 vol.% CO in
Ar, CO 4.7, Ar 6.0, MTI). The CO oxidation experiments were performed in base electrolyte purged with 1.0 vol.% CO in Ar.
Prior to the electrochemical measurements, the nanostructured
Pt/GC electrodes were cleaned by rapid cycling at 100 mV s1 in
base electrolyte between 0.06 and 1.36 V to remove organic contaminations adsorbed during sample preparation and transport [1].
2.2.1. CO adsorption transients
The electrochemical and mass spectrometric signals (m/z = 44
and m/z = 28) were monitored simultaneously during CO adsorption/oxidation under continuous, controlled electrolyte ﬂow
(10 lL s1). The experimental protocol consisted of: (i) holding
the electrode at 0.06 V for 2–3 min to develop a saturated CO
adlayer and to achieve stable background signals for the mass
spectrometric currents; (ii) stepping the electrode potential to
1.0 V to oxidatively remove the COad by continuous oxidation,
and ﬁnally (iii) stepping the potential back to the adsorption potential of 0.06 V. Depending on the CO concentration and the Pt
coverage, the electrode was held at that potential between 3 min
and 15 min to ensure that a fully saturated CO adlayer is reached.
The uptake of CO (CO adsorption rate) was calculated from the consumption of CO, given by the difference between the mass spectrometric current for m/z = 28 over the COad saturated electrode at a
given time and the time-dependent m/z = 28 signal [34]. The COad
coverage at any given time was determined by integrating that difference from the beginning of the adsorption process, directly after
the potential step from 1.0 to 0.06 V, to the corresponding adsorption time, divided by the total charge required for saturating the Pt
surface with COad, which is proportional to the COad saturation
coverage [18]. To obtain the adsorption rate in terms of monolayer
per second (ML s1), where 1 ML is deﬁned as the saturation coverage obtained under present adsorption conditions, the CO uptake
was normalized accordingly. The relative, effective CO sticking
coefﬁcient seff,rel(h) at a given COad coverage was calculated as the
ratio of the CO adsorption rate at that coverage and the highest
CO adsorption rate, which was obtained directly after the potential
step from 1.0 to 0.06 V.
2.2.2. COad monolayer oxidation
Following the CO adsorption transients, COad stripping experiments were performed to determine the calibration constant K
of the present mass spectrometric set-up (for details see Ref.
[18]). To ensure complete saturation of the Pt surface, the potential
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was kept constant for additional 5 min in electrolyte saturated by
1.0 vol.% CO in Ar after the potential-step to 0.06 V. Subsequently,
the cell was rinsed with CO free base electrolyte (35 min). The adsorbed CO was oxidized in an anodic potential scan up to 1.16 V
(scan rate 10 mV s1), following both the Faradaic current and
the mass spectrometric signals for m/z = 28 (CO+) and m/z = 44
(COþ
2 ).
2.2.3. Continuous CO oxidation
For the CO bulk oxidation measurements under continuous and
controlled electrolyte ﬂow (10 lL s1), we applied the following
experimental protocol: After holding the electrode at 0.06 V for
ca. 3 min in CO containing electrolyte, the potential was (i) stepped
to the respective oxidation potential for 3 min, then (ii) back to
0.06 V for 2 min, followed by (iii) a sequence of potential steps to
progressively higher (lower) values (increments of 0.1 V, holding
time at each potential 3 min) in the potential range of CO oxidation
over the oxygen/oxide covered surface (1.0–1.3 V). This protocol
ensures a comparable state of the COad covered electrode prior to
stepping the potential into the reaction regime. Furthermore, the
reaction potential was reached in sequences of increasing and
decreasing reaction potentials, respectively, to ensure the reproducibility of the measurements.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of the nanostructured electrodes
Representative SEM micrographs of the nanostructured Pt/GC
electrodes with different Pt loadings (Fig. 1a–c) illustrate the uniform size and the rather regular distribution of the Pt nanostructures (nanodisks), which appear as bright disks on the dark GC
substrate. The Pt nanodisks (diameter 65 nm, height 20 nm)
covered 28%, 13% and 7% of the geometric area of the GC substrate (Table 1). Accordingly, the nanostructured samples were
named HCL-28, HCL-13 and HCL-07. High-resolution images (see
insets in Fig. 1a–c) demonstrate the absence of additional small
Pt nanoparticles between the Pt nanodisks [2]. SEM images recorded before (Fig. 1a–c) and after (not shown) the electrochemical
experiments revealed about identical Pt coverages, conﬁrming that
the Pt nanostructures were stable under present reaction conditions (see also Ref. [35]).
The electrochemical properties of the nanostructured Pt/GC
electrodes were characterized by base cyclic voltammetry (CV)
and pre-adsorbed COad monolayer oxidation (COad stripping). Cyclic voltammograms recorded on the different electrodes are depicted in Fig. 1d–g. They exhibit (i) hydrogen under-potential
deposition (Hupd) features and PtO formation/reduction peaks typical for a polycrystalline Pt electrode, (ii) a gradual decrease in the
charge in these features, and (iii) a gradual increase of the electrochemical features of glassy carbon [1,36,37] and of the doublelayer charging current due to a larger exposed area of the substrate
with decreasing Pt coverage (see Fig. 1a–c). The active surface area
of the Pt and Pt/GC electrodes was determined by integration of the
Hupd current in the negative-going scan (for details see Refs.
[38,39]). To avoid interference with pseudocapacitive charging
and quinone/hydroquinone redox features [40], which hinder a
simple linear extrapolation of the double-layer current into the
Hupd region, we additionally quantiﬁed the active surface area by
oxidation of a saturated pre-adsorbed CO adlayer, monitoring the
CO2 formation rate, via the Faradaic current and on-line DEMS.
The CO2 formation detected during the positive-going scan for
the pc-Pt and the nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes is shown in
Fig. 2 (bottom row). The active surface areas of the Pt/GC electrodes were calculated from the ratio of the CO2 formation charge
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obtained during CO adlayer oxidation on the nanostructured surfaces and on the pc-Pt electrode (Table 1). In order to identify contributions from CO2 fragmentation to the m/z = 28 ion current
signal and separate these from CO consumption (see Section 3.3),
we also measured the CO+ signal. The resulting relative ion current
of close to 10 % of that of the COþ
2 signal agrees well with data reported previously [18].
3.2. CO adsorption kinetics
The CO adsorption kinetics was followed in potential-step
experiments, stepping the potential from 0.06 to 1.0 V and back
in CO-containing supporting electrolyte (1.0, 0.3 and 0.1 vol.% CO
in Ar) on the different Pt and Pt/GC electrodes (pc-Pt, HCL-28,
HCL-13 and HCL-07, (details see Section 2.2.) The resulting Faradaic current (upper row) and mass spectrometric current (m/
z = 44, middle row, and m/z = 28, bottom row) transients at the
three different CO concentrations are shown in Fig. 3.
Stepping the potential to 1.0 V causes a sudden spike-like increase of the measured current due to both pseudo-capacitive double layer charging and pre-adsorbed CO oxidation. This is followed
by continuous CO oxidation. The latter is reﬂected by the simultaneous CO2 formation and CO consumption. The currents obtained
during continuous CO oxidation decrease proportionally with the
CO concentration in solution. Furthermore, they are about similar
for pc-Pt and the high loading nanostructured Pt electrode, but decrease signiﬁcantly with further reduction of the Pt loading (see
also Section 3.3).
After stepping back the electrode potential from 1.0 to 0.06 V,
the CO2 signal and hence the CO oxidation decreases steeply to
the background level. The resulting current transients after stepping back the electrode potential from 1.0 to 0.06 V show an initial
pseudo-capacitive spike, followed by a decaying negative current
signal. The latter is caused by the increasing suppression of the
hydrogen evolution at 0.06 V by the gradually developing CO
adlayer, until the Pt surface is fully saturated with COad. The CO2
signal and hence the CO oxidation rate decreases steeply to the
background level after stepping to 0.06 V. CO adsorption on the
Pt surface, after stepping the electrode potential from 1.0 to
0.06 V, is quantitatively described by the simultaneously measured
CO consumption [18,20]. Immediately after the potential step to
0.06 V, the m/z = 28 signal is even lower than that recorded during
continuous CO oxidation at 1.0 V. This results from the fact that
during CO oxidation intensity from the CO+ fragment of CO2 contributes to the m/z = 28 signal (see Fig. 2), but not during CO
adsorption at 0.06 V. The highest CO consumption, in the ﬁrst seconds after the potential step to 0.06 V on a CO-free Pt surface (see
Fig. 3), is about proportional to the CO concentration (partial pressure). Most easily, this can be seen from the corresponding adsorption transients on the pc-Pt and HCL-28 samples. Upon continuous
CO adsorption, the CO consumption gradually decreases with time
due to the increasing COad coverage. When the Pt surface is completely saturated with COad, CO consumption is not possible any
more and the m/z = 28 signal reaches the background level.
The adsorption rate and the temporal development of the COad
coverage were determined from the difference between the mass
spectrometric m/z = 28 ion current and the background level (see
Section 2.3). It should be noted that the COad saturation coverage
is slightly higher in the presence of CO in the solution than in CO
free solution, due to a small reversible fraction of CO adsorption
[28,41]. Since this difference is only about 2% of a monolayer in
solutions containing CO concentrations of 1.0 vol.%, and even lower
for more dilute CO-containing solutions, it was neglected in the
present study.
The temporal evolution of the COad coverage during CO adsorption on the polycrystalline Pt electrode and on the nanostructured
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Fig. 1. Left panels: Representative large-scale (a–c) and high-resolution (corresponding insets) SEM micrographs of the nanostructured Pt/glassy carbon model electrodes
fabricated by Hole-mask Colloidal Lithography (HCL): (a) HCL-28 (Pt coverage 28 %), (b) HCL-13 (Pt coverage 13 %), and (c) HCL-07 (Pt coverage 7 %); right panels: the
base cyclic voltammograms of a smooth polycrystalline Pt (d) and the nanostructured Pt electrodes (e–g) with different Pt coverages. Exposed electrode area 0.28 mA cm2,
Ar saturated 0.5 M H2SO4, electrolyte ﬂow rate 10 lL s1, potential scan rate 100 mV s1, room temperature.

Table 1
SEM and electrochemical characterization of nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes.
Sample

Pt coverage
(%)

Particle diameter
(nm)

Particle density
(lm2)

Inter-particle
distances (nm)

Active Pt surface
area (cm2)

Relative active Pt surface
areas (%)

pc Pt
HCL-28
HCL-13
HCL-07

100
28
13
7

–
66 ± 21
65 ± 12
67 ± 9

–
76
38
19

–
105
151
213

0.671
0.180
0.063
0.037

100.0
26.9
9.4
5.6

Pt/GC electrodes from electrolyte solutions saturated with 1.0, 0.3
and 0.1 vol.% CO mixtures with Ar is plotted in Fig. 4a–d. The time
required for reaching the saturation COad coverage depends on the
CO concentration and on the Pt loading. It is signiﬁcantly shorter at
higher CO concentrations and lower Pt loading, respectively. For
low Pt loading and low CO partial pressures, the scatter in the coverage–time plot increases signiﬁcantly when approaching the saturation coverage due to the rapidly decreasing signal intensity and
signal-to-noise ratio in the in m/z = 28 current signal (Fig. 3, 2nd
row).
The corresponding CO adsorption rates are plotted vs. time in
Fig. 4e–h. In all cases, the CO adsorption rate is highest initially
and decreases with time to zero, at a rate depending on the CO con-

centration and Pt loading. The decrease of the adsorption rate with
time reﬂects the inﬂuence of the growing COad coverage on the
adsorption process, which will be discussed in more detail below.
The faster CO adsorption at higher CO concentrations can simply
be explained by the increasing CO diffusion to the surface at higher
CO concentration gradients. The CO adsorption rates, in terms of
ML s1, are generally higher on the nanostructured electrodes, by
up to a factor of 10 for the lowest Pt density sample (HCL-07)
compared to the pc-Pt electrode. This, in contrast, cannot be explained within a model of a purely planar (1D) diffusion geometry,
since in that case the total CO ﬂux to the electrode and the ﬂux
density relative to the geometric surface area of the electrode are
independent of the geometric Pt coverage. Instead, it indicates that
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Fig. 2. COþ
2 ion currents during oxidation of pre-adsorbed CO saturated adlayer on a smooth polycrystalline Pt and on nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes (see Figure). Exposed
electrode area 0.28 cm2, Ar saturated 0.5 M H2SO4, electrolyte ﬂow rate 10 lL s1, potential scan rate 10 mV s1, room temperature.
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Fig. 3. Faradaic and mass spectrometric (m/z = 44, middle row, and m/z = 28, bottom row) current transients at three different CO concentrations (1.0 – light grey, 0.3 – grey
and 0.1 – black vol.% CO mixtures in Ar in 0.5 M H2SO4) for polycrystalline Pt (a) and nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes with different Pt coverage (b–d), see Figure).
Experimental protocol: constant applied potentials of Einit = 60 mV (tinit = 120 s), Eox = 1.0 V (tox = 60 s) and Eads = 60 mV (tads  3–15 min depending on the concentration of
CO and Pt coverage), electrolyte ﬂow rate 10 lL s1.

for the nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes, contributions from hemispherical (3D) diffusion above individual Pt nanodisks modify the
planar diffusion behavior, while the latter is still dominant further
away from the electrode. Hence, for these electrodes and in particular for lower Pt loading, the diffusion characteristics changed

from purely planar diffusion to a combination of planar and hemispherical diffusion (planar-plus-hemispherical diffusion) [6,31–
33]. This results in an increasing mass transport (arrival rate) of
CO per Pt nanodisk and hence per Pt surface atom, and the effect
scales with decreasing density or increasing separation of the
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Fig. 4. Upper panel (a–d): Temporal evolution of the COad coverage during CO adsorption on a polycrystalline Pt electrode (a) and nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes with
different Pt coverage (b–d) (see ﬁgure) from supporting electrolyte solutions saturated with 1.0 (black), 0.3 (dark grey) and 0.1 (light grey) vol.% CO mixtures with Ar in 0.5 M
H2SO4, electrolyte ﬂow rate 10 lL s1. Lower panel (e–h): Temporal evolution of the CO adsorption rate on the respective electrodes in the different CO containing solutions
(see upper caption). Insets show the initial phase on an expanded time scale.

individual Pt nanostructures in the order HCL-28 < HCL-13 < HCL07). The increase in CO mass transport to a individual Pt nanodisk
cannot exceed, however, the limits given by planar diffusion further away from the electrode surface. Therefore, the increase of
the Pt coverage normalized initial adsorption rate is limited to a
factor 1/Pt coverage, which would result in a constant (absolute) CO
adsorption rate, independent of the Pt coverage.
The temporal evolution of the CO adsorption rates (from Fig. 4b)
with the COad coverage (from Fig. 4a) for the different samples and
CO concentrations is shown for the pc-Pt and the HCL-07 in Fig. 5a.
The general shapes of these curves, which directly reﬂect the inﬂuence of the increasing COad coverage on the overall CO adsorption
characteristics, are rather similar for the different electrodes and

CO concentrations, with a small decay up to a COad coverage of
0.5, followed by a steep(er) decay to zero at higher coverages, until reaching saturation at hCO = 1. The considerable variation in the
absolute values of the adsorption rates between the different electrodes and CO concentrations follows that of the time-dependent
CO adsorption rates (Fig. 4a, see above).
More information on the inﬂuence of the CO adlayer on the
adsorption process comes from the relation between the sticking
coefﬁcient s(h) for CO adsorption and the COad coverage. s(h) deﬁnes the probability that a CO molecule hitting the active electrode
surface with a given COad coverage will adsorb. This relation has
been investigated for a number of adsorption models such as
Langmuir adsorption kinetics of different orders [42]. Hence,
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Fig. 5. Upper panel (a–d): CO adsorption rates (data from Fig. 3a–d) plotted vs. the COad coverage (Fig. 4a–d) on a polycrystalline Pt electrode (a) and nanostructured Pt/GC
electrodes with different Pt coverage (b–d) (see Figure) in the different CO containing solutions. Lower panel (e–h): Relative, effective sticking coefﬁcients seff,rel plotted vs. the
relative COad coverage on the respective electrodes (data extracted from Fig. 3, m/z = 28 ion current). The signals for the HCL-13 and HCL-07 samples in 0.1 vol.% CO mixtures
are smoothened by averaging due to their poor signal-to-noise ratio.

comparison between the experimental relation and modeled ones
can provide information on the microscopic adsorption behavior.
In contrast to the conditions at the solid–gas interface, however,
we do not know the exact number of collisions per second between
CO molecules and the electrode surface at the solid–liquid interface. Therefore, the sticking coefﬁcient derived in the present measurements will be denoted as effective sticking coefﬁcient, seff(h). It
describes the probability that a CO molecule arriving at the electrode surface will eventually be adsorbed, after an unspeciﬁed
number of collisions/attempts. It can be derived from the slope
of the adsorption rate–coverage relation in Fig. 5a.

seff ðhÞ ¼

dnad ðhÞ
dF

ð1Þ

Since we also do not know the absolute number of incoming CO
molecules, F, we will determine the relative effective sticking
coefﬁcient seff,rel(h) = seff(h)/seff,0 where seff,0 describes the effective

sticking probability in the limits of zero coverage. Accordingly,
we obtain seff,rel(h = 0) = 1. The relative effective sticking coefﬁcient
seff,rel(h) is plotted vs. the relative COad coverage in Fig. 5b. Because
of their poor signal-to-noise ratio, the signals for the samples with
low Pt densities (HCL-13 and HCL-07) and low CO concentrations
(0.1 vol.% CO) are smoothed by averaging.
The shapes of the seff,rel(h) vs. hCO relations are essentially identical for the different electrodes and CO concentrations. They also
resemble those found for a carbon-supported Pt catalyst thin-ﬁlm
electrode [18] or Pt ﬁlm electrodes prepared by electroless deposition [20], both of which can be considered as high Pt loading electrodes. Starting at unity at hCO = 0, the relative effective sticking
coefﬁcient decreases only little up to COad coverages of 0.5, and
then decays almost linearly to zero with further increasing COad
coverage.
The sticking coefﬁcient proﬁles clearly differ from the linear
decay of the (relative) sticking coefﬁcient with increasing COad as
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expected for simple Langmuir adsorption kinetics. The deviation
from a linear correlation can most easily be explained by a precursor-type adsorption kinetics, where the molecules landing on the
partly blocked surface can still migrate over the surface and make
several attempts for ﬁnding an unoccupied site for adsorption,
which indeed is often observed for CO adsorption at the gas–solid
interface. In an electrochemical environment, however, a direct
conclusion on a precursor type adsorption behavior is not possible
just from the characteristics of the adsorption kinetics. A similar
behavior can also result from the different transport conditions.
During adsorption from a liquid, CO molecules dissolved in the liquid phase may repeatedly hit the surface after an unsuccessful
adsorption attempt, i.e., each molecule undergoes several collisions
with the surface as long as it stays in the stagnant diffusion layer.
In contrast, for adsorption at the solid–gas interface under
ultrahigh vacuum conditions, ballistic motion is dominant and
CO molecules will hit the sample surface only once before being
pumped away. The multiple collision characteristics at the solid–
liquid interface will result in characteristics of the adsorption
kinetics similar to those of precursor-type adsorption at the
solid–gas interface even in the absence of a microscopic precursor
[18,20].
For the nanostructured Pt/GC samples, the general adsorption
characteristics are similar to those observed on the pc-Pt sample.
The development of the relative effective sticking coefﬁcient with
COad coverage is essentially independent of the Pt coverage and
CO concentration. Except for the increasingly higher adsorption
rate, caused by the transition from planar diffusion to combined
planar-plus-hemispherical diffusion (see discussion above), the
adsorption characteristics are hardly affected by mass transport.
This indicates that, as one would expect, the actual adsorption process and also its correlation with mass transport effects are identical on a molecular scale on the different electrodes. For lower Pt
nanostructure densities and higher CO concentrations, i.e., shorter
time for the saturation of the surface with CO, the experimental
accuracy decreases, and the smear-out of the CO concentration
proﬁle upon starting CO adsorption results in an initially slower
adsorption process (lower CO concentration) than under ideal conditions (stepwise start of the CO concentration in the electrolyte),
which in turn leads to an apparent shift in the decrease of the relative, effective sticking coefﬁcient with COad coverage (see Fig. 5d).
This effect is most pronounced for the highest CO concentration
and low Pt coverages, and becomes increasingly less signiﬁcant
for higher Pt coverages and lower CO concentrations.
3.3. Continuous CO oxidation
To quantitatively assess mass transport effects on the kinetics of
the continuous CO oxidation reaction, we recorded oxidation transients at different potentials (1.0–1.3 V) on the pc-Pt electrode and
on the nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes in CO containing solution
(1% CO/Ar) (exp. protocol see Section 2.2). The resulting Faradaic
(Fig. 6b) and mass spectrometric currents (Fig. 6c and d) are shown
in Fig. 6, together with a schematic representation of the potential
variation with time (Fig. 6a). The oxidation potential was ﬁrst stepwise increased from 1.0 to 1.3 V, and then decreased again to 1.0 V
to exclude effects of the history of the previous potential variations, which may result in the formation of a Pt oxide layer of different thickness [43,44].
The general shapes of the transients can be characterized as
follows. The measured current transients (Fig. 6b) exhibit a steep
initial spike upon stepping the potential to the reaction potential,
a decay with time to quasi-steady-state oxidation rates (for exact
values see Table 2), and negative current spikes when stepping
the electrode potential back to 0.06 V, as discussed in Section 3.2.
The corresponding mass spectrometric current transients for CO2

formation during CO oxidation (Fig. 6d) purely reﬂect the CO oxidation rate. Stepping the potential to the reaction regime also results in a steep initial spike of the mass spectrometric signal,
which we attribute to the oxidation of COad pre-adsorbed at
0.06 V, followed by a slow decay of the CO2 signal to a new steady-state value. Stepping the potential back to 0.06 V, the CO2 formation rate drops instantaneously to its background level and
remains there (Fig. 6d). This is different from the negative current spike in the current response (Fig. 6b) upon returning to
0.06 V.
The mass spectrometric m/z = 28 ion current transients (Fig. 6c)
exhibit a complex behavior upon stepping the electrode potential,
which is caused by the fact that CO consumption may either result
from CO oxidation at higher potentials or from adsorption at
0.06 V. While the CO oxidation rate will approach a ﬁnite steadystate value at the reaction potentials used here, the adsorption rate
will approach zero upon saturation of the surface at 0.06 V (Fig. 6b
and d).
When stepping to the oxidation potential, the m/z = 28 ion current passes through a steep spike, which is caused by the CO+ fragment of CO2 formed upon oxidation of pre-adsorbed CO. During
continuous CO oxidation, the m/z = 28 ion current largely mirrors
the m/z = 44 signal. Returning to the initial potential of 0.06 V,
the m/z = 28 signal decreases with the slope depending on the Pt
coverage (Fig. 6c), equivalent to an increasing CO consumption,
whereas the CO2 formation stops immediately and stays at the
background level (Fig. 6d). The difference between CO consumption due to CO oxidation (1.0–1.3 V) and due to CO adsorption
(0.06 V) becomes more pronounced with decreasing Pt nanostructure and increasing oxidation potential (Fig. 6c). The initial CO consumption, immediately after stepping the potential back to 0.06 V,
corresponds to the CO adsorption rate on a clean Pt surface. This
can be taken as a mass transport limit for the CO ﬂux to the electrode surface achieved under present transport conditions (electrolyte ﬂow rate and CO concentration). The lower CO consumption
for continuous CO oxidation at higher potentials indicates a decrease in the oxidation rate due to kinetic limitations. This will
be discussed in more detail below.
The variation of the steady state Faradaic currents and of the m/
z = 44 (b) and m/z = 28 (c) ion currents with Pt coverage is summarized in Fig. 7a–c and in Table 2 (data taken from Fig. 6). The m/
z = 28 ion current signals are corrected by accounting for contributions from CO2 fragmentation (10% of the CO2 signal). The main
features are:
(i) The steady-state Faradaic current (Fig. 7a) and the m/z = 44
ion current (Fig. 7b) decrease with decreasing Pt coverage
below a critical Pt coverage at identical reaction potentials.
For instance, CO oxidation at 1.0 V leads to about similar
steady-state currents for polycrystalline Pt and the highloaded nanostructured HCL-28 sample. Upon a further
decrease in the Pt coverage, however, the Faradaic current
decreases, as evident for the lower density nanostructured
Pt/GC samples (HCL-13 and HCL-07) at the same potential.
(ii) The decrease of the CO oxidation rate with decreasing Pt
coverage is more pronounced for higher reaction potentials.
While at 1.0 V it decreases by about 57% from pc-Pt to HCL07, the equivalent decrease is 84% at 1.3 V.
(iii) The steady-state Faradaic current (Fig. 7a) and the m/z = 44
ion current (Fig. 7b) decrease with increasing oxidation
potential for identical Pt coverage. This decrease is more
pronounced for lower Pt coverages. On pc-Pt, the oxidation
rate decreased by 32% upon increasing the reaction potential from 1.0 V to 1.3 V, while on the HCL-07 sample the oxidation rate decreased by about 75% under identical
experimental conditions.
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Fig. 6. Continuous potentiostatic electrooxidation of CO on a polycrystalline Pt (black) and on nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes with different Pt coverages (see Figure) in
1 vol.% CO/Ar in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution. Electrolyte ﬂow rate 10 lL s1: (a) applied potential, (b) Faradaic currents, (c) CO consumption: mass spectrometric currents at m/
z = 28, and (d) CO2 formation: mass spectrometric currents at m/z = 44.

Table 2
CO oxidation rates in lA (values for stepwise increased potential) of pc-Pt and the
different nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes after 3 min at various potentials.
Sample/potential

1.0 (V)

1.1 (V)

1.2 (V)

1.3 (V)

pc Pt
HCl-28
HCl-13
HCl-07

2.83
2.74
1.73
1.2

2.61
2.02
1.05
0.69

2.4
1.39
0.65
0.45

1.92
1.0
0.43
0.31

(iv) Stepwise lowering the potential back to 1.0 V results in oxidation rates similar to those obtained when increasing the
potential (Fig. 7a and b), underlining that the potentialinduced changes in the activity are reversible under steady
state conditions. Similar trends apply also for the CO consumption during CO oxidation, which decreases with
increasing reaction potential and decreasing Pt coverage
(Fig. 7c).
On a quantitative scale, the CO consumption during continuous
CO oxidation at 1.0 V on the pc-Pt electrode is identical to the initial CO consumption during adsorption, which was purely mass
transport limited (see Section 3.2). Therefore, continuous CO oxidation on the pc-Pt electrode at 1.0 V and under present transport
conditions can be assumed to be mass transport limited with negligible kinetic limitations, in agreement with the proposal in Ref.
[27]. The latter become increasingly more pronounced with
decreasing Pt loading or increasing electrode potential. To discriminate between kinetic and mass transport limitations in continuous
CO oxidation, we normalized the Faradaic currents vs. the active Pt
surface area, since the kinetically limited Faradaic currents are proportional to the active Pt surface area. (Note that for the present
electrodes there is essentially no difference between active surface

area normalization (oxidation rate) and Pt coverage normalization
(adsorption rate), since the two quantities are linearly correlated.)
The resulting plots of the CO oxidation current densities and CO2
formation/CO consumption ion current densities (active surface
areas see Table 1) are plotted in Fig. 7d–f. The transport limited
maximum CO oxidation current densities, derived from the (purely
mass transport limited) initial CO adsorption rates at 0.06 V (see
Section 3.2), are included as dashed lines in Fig. 7d as benchmarks
to distinguish between mass transport effects and kinetic limitations for the different samples and reaction potentials. If COad oxidation were solely mass transport limited, the CO2 formation rate
should reach the value given by the dashed line. These plots lead
to the following main conclusions.
(i) The CO oxidation current density deviates increasingly from
the mass transport limited maximum CO oxidation current
density with decreasing Pt coverage at 1.0 V reaction potential. While for the pc-Pt electrode it is essentially identical to
the (mass transport limited) theoretical maximum CO oxidation current density, it deviates already for the HCL-28 electrode (ca. 85% of the mass transport limited value), and is
signiﬁcantly smaller than the mass transport limited values
for the HCL-13 (55%) and HCL-07 (45%) samples.
(ii) In agreement with the increase in CO ﬂux to the individual
nanodisks, which increases by about one order of magnitude
when going from the pc-Pt electrode to the HCL-07 electrode, the active Pt surface area normalized oxidation rate
increases by a factor of 8 at 1.0 V but only by a factor of 3
at 1.3 V.
(iii) For all samples, the deviations from the mass transport limited maximum CO oxidation current (dashed lines) become
more pronounced with increasing oxidation potential and
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Fig. 7. Left panel (a–c): Steady-state Faradaic (a), m/z = 44 (b) and m/z = 28 (c) ion currents obtained after ca. 3 min continuous electrooxidation of CO (1% CO in Ar) over
polycrystalline Pt (squares) and nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes with different Pt coverages (see Figure) plotted vs. the applied potentials (data extracted from Fig. 6).
Electrolyte ﬂow rate 10 lL s1. (Note: The m/z = 28 ion current signal in Fig. 6c is corrected accordingly by accounting for 10% fragmentation from the CO2 formed.). Right
panel (d–f): As above, but using current densities normalized to the active Pt surface area (see Table 1).

(iv) The decrease in CO oxidation current density with increasing
reaction potential is increasingly more pronounced at lower
Pt loadings. Correspondingly, the differences in the current
densities gradually vanish with increasing oxidation potential, approaching close to similar values at 1.3 V.
The latter was not obvious from the measured Faradaic currents
in Fig. 7a (see also Table 2), where the kinetic effects are superimposed with Pt loading effects. Hence, at 1.3 V and under present
transport conditions, the current density is predominantly limited
by kinetic effects. These results are qualitatively in line with the recent ﬁnding of a more efﬁcient suppression of the potentiodynamic
CO bulk over nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes with decreasing Pt
nanostructure coverage [9]. Furthermore, this plot demonstrates
that also for the pc-Pt electrode the mass transport limited CO oxidation current (reaction current at 1.0 V) is not much larger than
the kinetic limitation at 1.3 V. This implies that under present
transport conditions, with 1.0% CO and lower concentrations in
the gas phase dissolved in the electrolyte, an extended electrode
surface just still provide sufﬁcient amounts of oxy-species required
for reaction with approaching CO such that the steady state COad
coverage is low. This will of course be different for higher ﬂuxes
of CO to the electrode surface (higher CO concentration or faster
mass transport, e.g., in a rotating disk electrode conﬁguration).
Kinetic limitations in the CO oxidation reaction can either result
from surface blocking by adsorbed species, e.g., from higher steady-state coverages of COad (low potentials) or from adsorbed
oxy-species, or from a potential- or surface phase dependent decrease of the activity at more positive potentials. Surface blocking
by COad can be ruled out under these conditions, since recent in situ
IR spectroscopy measurements, performed under comparable

transport conditions, showed no evidence of adsorbed CO species
under these conditions [29]. The present data do not allow us,
however, to discriminate between the other two possibilities, surface blocking by adsorbed oxy-species or a potential induced decay
in activity. Potential-induced Pt surface blocking due to PtO formation at E > 1.0 V was postulated to be a factor responsible for
decreasing the number of available free sites required for COad
adsorption, which leads to a corresponding decrease in CO oxidation rate [27].
The data presented in this contribution allowed to quantitatively distinguish between kinetic limitations and transport effects.
A quantitative understanding on a microscopic scale, however, will
require extensive modelling and simulations of the diffusion and
migration processses in the stagnant diffusion layer above the electrode surface. Using a three-step reaction mechanism for continuous CO oxidation, which includes the inﬂuence of surface
coverages on adsorption, desorption, and oxidation of CO, coupled
with 2D and 3D mass transport models, allowed us to numerically
simulate and quantitatively predict the reaction behavior on a
(non-structured) polycrystalline Pt electrode during a potentiodynamic scan in a dual thin-layer ﬂow cell as a ﬁrst step [45].
4. Summary and conclusions
We have studied the inﬂuence of mass transport on the adsorption and continuous electro-oxidation of CO under well-deﬁned
transport and reaction conditions in a thin-layer ﬂow cell using a
novel approach. The use of nanostructured, planar Pt/GC electrodes
consisting of regular arrays of Pt nanodisks (£ 60 nm) on a planar
glassy carbon substrate, which were fabricated via Hole-mask
Colloidal Lithography, allowed us to modify the transport and
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diffusion characteristic in a controlled way and over a wide range
by varying the CO concentration and the density of the Pt nanodisks, and this way discriminate between transport effects and
limitations arising from the adsorption/reaction kinetics. CO
adsorption and oxidation were monitored by following the Faradaic current, the consumption of CO and the formation of CO2 by
electrochemical and on-line mass spectrometric measurements.
1. CO adsorption on clean, COad free Pt or Pt nanodisk surfaces
(initial adsorption rate) is purely mass transport limited. This
is indicated by the similar absolute adsorption rates observed
in the range of medium to high Pt nanodisk coverages, on the
pc-Pt (100% coverage) and on the HCL-28 (28% coverage) electrodes. Diffusion through the essentially unmodiﬁed planar diffusion zone controls the transport to the electrode, leaving the
absolute adsorption rate constant. In this coverage range, the
decay in Pt coverage is compensated by the increasing Pt coverage normalized adsorption rate. For lower Pt coverages, this is
no more the case and the absolute adsorption rate decreases
despite of the further increasing Pt coverage normalized
adsorption rate.
2. The adsorption rate, normalized to the surface area covered by
the Pt nanodisks, increases continuously with decreasing Pt
coverage, by up to one order of magnitude for going from the
pc-Pt electrode to the HCL-07 (7% Pt coverage) electrode. This
reﬂects a gradual transition from purely planar diffusion characteristics, above the pc-Pt electrode, to combined planarplus-hemispherical diffusion characteristics over nanostructured Pt/GC electrodes, where hemispherical diffusion zones
above individual Pt nanodisks lead to an increased ﬂux of CO
molecules to the individual nanodisks.
3. The COad coverage dependence of CO adsorption rate and sticking coefﬁcient, with a slow decrease up to 50% COad coverage
and a steep decline in the high coverage regime, down to zero
at saturation, reﬂects the special situation in a diffusion controlled system, where in contrast to the single-hit situation at
the solid–gas interface (under UHV conditions) a CO molecule
approaching the electrode surface can make multiple encounters attempting to ﬁnd and adsorb on an empty adsorption site
as long as it is in the diffusion layer, before it is eventually
transported away from the surface region. The present data
are not sufﬁcient to conclude on adsorption via a precursor
state, as it is typical for CO adsorption on metal surfaces at
the solid–gas interface, although they are compatible with it
and this appears likely.
4. Continuous CO oxidation measurements at constant reaction
potentials between 1.0 and 1.3 V showed: (i) that the reactivity
under steady-state conditions, deﬁned by the active Pt surface
area normalized Faradaic current for CO oxidation or the similarly normalized CO consumption/CO2 formation rates,
decreases with increasing potential and/or increasing Pt coverage; (ii) In the limit of low CO ﬂux densities and high reactivities, as obtained for the extended pc-Pt electrode for reaction
at 1.0 V, the CO oxidation rate is identical to the initial CO
adsorption rate on the same electrode surface, and hence is controlled by transport limitations; (iii) at constant potential of
1.0 V and with decreasing Pt nanodisk coverage, i.e., increasing
mass transport to the Pt surface, kinetic limitations set in and
become increasingly dominant, resulting in signiﬁcantly lower
oxidation rates compared to the mass transport limited theoretical rates (up to 58% lower for the HCL-07 electrode). At higher
potentials, the CO oxidation rate becomes increasingly lower
than the corresponding CO adsorption rates (this is true for both
the absolute rates and the surface area normalized rates), and
this potential dependent deviation increases with decreasing
Pt nanostructure coverage. At 1.3 V, similarly active Pt surface
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area normalized reaction rates are reached for all electrodes,
indicating that under these conditions the reaction is dominated by kinetic limitations.
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